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1) Idea description - The idea of Pom-pom is that the robot will not only be able                

to help disabled kids wish Daily life challenges but also tutor them and             

become friends with them. It will be able to interact with everything in its way               

but most importantly interact with the children that have mental health           

problems or is disabled. Instead of the children becoming outcasts they           

would learn how to make friends and interact with other people by using the              

robot to help the children to improve their skills in socializing. The robot will              

also help the children with schoolwork and tutor them so they can come up to               

their ”age standards”. 

2) Target group - The robot will help in the school and medical care field, where               

it will help children with school work and also help them socialize with other              

people. An adjustment could be that the robot should only interact with people             

and not everything, so that it wouldn’t be so complicated when going around             

the house and the robot is interacting with every single object, but of course              

should the robot still see the objects and learn about them. 

3) Design - The design is basically a robot that is shaped as a person but is                

meant to help children. Pom-Pom is a robot and needs to be charged like all               

of our other electronics, so Pom-pom has a spot on the back where the              

charger is put in. Pom-pom also has a camera to identify the child and              



everyone else it meets. The robot will also have a big screen on its stomach               

so the child also can learn via the internet too, since our society requires a               

basic knowledge of the internet. The robot will also have a speaker in the              

tablet where the robot can play music or talk with the child. Pom-pom’s             

settings are on the back of the head where you can adjust them in any way                

you like. The robot should be able to speak with the child as clearly as               

possible so that the children don’t get confused when Pom-pom is talking. The             

robot should also correct and listen to the child who it is assigned to. The child                

should be able to identify the robot as a friend and be comfortable with talking               

and having a conversation with the robot (Pom-pom) 

4) Technical solutions - Which solutions will be used for eg movement,           

interaction with the environment, energy supply and sustainable material         

choices (the real robot)? 

The robot should be able to walk quite smoothly because the robot is formed after               

the human body so the knees and elbows should be bendable and work fast to keep                

up with the kids energy so it will have a sensor that will sense all of its surroundings                  

and know when to run, walk or stop. The sensor will also be able to sense how the                  

kid is moving for example if the sensor senses that the child is beginning to run then                 

the robot should be able to keep up with the child. The robot should also be able to                  

talk about things the robot has seen and let the child know what it is and so on, so                   

the robot can talk about the nature around them and let the child know and make                

these things interesting. The robot also has a sensor that tells it when the child is                

talking and knowing when and what to respond about. The robot also should be able               

to answer every question the child asks using simplified words. Pom-pom is able to              

access google if a kid is asking a question. The robot should also have a speaker                



that talks and also can play music for the child. Pom-pom is also able to be charged                 

by a charger so it’s easy to charge the robot when it is losing energy because of too                  

much use. The robot will have a charging spot in the back where there is a black                 

mark around the charging area. For the materials the robot is made of I will use steel                 

since that is a very common metal to build robots with, also maybe some              

biodegradable material to keep the robot safe for the enviroment.  

5) Threats and opportunities - The disadvantages with replacing humans are a           

lot but so are the advantages. A bad thing that can come with replacing              

humans with robots or also called artificial intelligence (AI) is that us humans             

will become lazy and not be able to do stuff that takes a lot energy or takes                 

some time because all the robots will be doing it and if we only depend on                

robots and not yourself the future wouldn’t be as great anymore. However            

there are of course good things too like robots that are going to replace              

humans with their jobs. If a human feels too nervous performing a brain             

surgery the robot can take over instead so that the doctor doesn’t have to              

stress about losing a patient, but if there was a false in that code then that                

robot is maybe not meant to replace us humans since it may cause big              

problems and we may lose people too. 

6) Logbook - simple documentation and evaluation of the work process 

I build the head and its arms. Then I made the arms double jointed so the robot                 

could move more freely, same with the legs. After that I made the torso and               

connected all of the parts. Then I put on some hands. I couldn’t find any normal left                 

hands so I used a hand that was formed as a peace sign. Then I added the shoes                  

and made them fit better with the legs by adjusting the form of the shoe. 

7) Sketches 





 

8) Flowchart: The program describes how the robot works in scratch 

               https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/452336955/fullscreen/  
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